CURVED SCREEN SYSTEM
IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENT

OVERVIEW

OPTIONS

Laser Shot Simulations’ Curved Screen Simulators have
modernized the immersive virtual training industry
by utilizing a curved, seamless screen, providing an
uninterrupted image, offering the most realistic virtual
firearms training experience.

* Scalable - 130°, 180° & 270° options available

Immersive training replicates and enhances the training
an officer would receive on a traditional shooting range.
This offers a large variety of targetry, qualification
courses, and skill drills. Officers can fine tune their small
arms fundamentals with Skill Drills training modules as
well as put themselves into realistic branching scenarios
with JTS (Judgmental Training Software).

* Less-Lethal Training Devices

* C/CAT: Cover/Concealment Angle Trainer
* Sensored Feedback for Simulated Weapons
* Shoot Back System
* Use of Force Training with JTS

(Judgmental Training Software)

* Video/Audio AAR Hardware
* Additional Service/Maintenance Agreements

FEATURES
* Seamless curved

projection screen

* Customizable configurations
for an array of environments

* Image warping/

blending software

* Structural supports
* HD picture quality

SCALABILITY
The 130° Curve is compatible with entire JTS library.
For larger systems, select scenarios and software titles are available.

COURSEWARE OPTIONS
JTS: JUDGMENTAL

PERSONAL SKILLS
TRAINING COURSEWARE

TRAINING SOFTWARE

SKILL DRILLS

The largest and most in-depth library
of judgmental scenarios available on
the market, including:

The Skill Drills Suite includes various training
drills that focus on the improvement of timing,
accuracy, and decision-making skills while
employing lethal weapons.

Laser Shot offers several coursewares that
help to improve one’s personal firearm skills
including:

* Each drill allows an instructor to tailor every

IPDA competition courses complete with
responsive shoot and no-shoot cardboard
and steel targets.

* Active shooters, domestic

disturbances, traffic stops, acts of
terrorism, warrant searches, school
shootings and more.

* Optional creator software a

package or custom scenario
filming/editing service for
scenarios tailored to specific
situations or training requirements.

* Practical Shooting: Simulates real IPSC/

training session to individual skill levels from
beginner to expert using adjustable settings
such as number of targets, target face time,
and target speed.

* Developed with direct input from active

Military and Law Enforcement instructors.

* Steel Challenge: A marksmanship

courseware package that features a
variety of targets, environments, and
other options, and compiles a total score
over several stages to simulate a real
competition score card.
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